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ABSTRACT

Autogenous healing is mostly produced by continuous hydration or carbonation. In this investigation, the autogenous healing-induced fracture closure for young concrete will be quantified. Three different healing scenarios—water immersion, a humidity chamber, and wet/dry cycles—as well as two crack sizes—0.1 mm and 0.4 mm—were employed to measure the healing. The fracture closure was evaluated after 7, 14, 28, and 42 days of recovery. The internal state of the cracks was verified using phenolphthalein and visual inspection. The results show that whereas specimens housed in a humidity room did not show healing, specimens exposed to wet/dry cycles and water immersion completely sealed tiny fissures (under 0.15 mm). Although autogenous healing performed more quickly during wet/dry cycles, submersion had a bigger overall impact. But when the specimens’ interiors were examined, it became clear that the majority of the self-closing occurred on the surface and that carbonation in the crack faces was really only perceptible very close to the specimen’s surface. Additionally, a preliminary strategy to forecast fracture closure during autogenous healing in concrete is suggested by this work.
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1.0 Introduction

Self-healing concrete is an unique type of concrete that can repair itself on its own, typically by filling in cracks [1]. The self-healing phenomenon known as autogenous healing can occur naturally even in concrete, which was not designed with self-healing in mind, according to reports in the literature [1-3]. Recently, specific products and technologies have been developed to promote or improve this trait (autonomous healing) [1-3]. The carbonation of calcium hydroxide or the continuing hydration of unhydrated cement particles are the main mechanisms that cause autogenous healing [3]. The latter is often regarded as the phase that has the most impact on autogenous healing [4]. Calcium carbonate, Ca(CO3), is produced when carbon dioxide from water and calcium ions from portlandite, Ca(OH)2, interact.

In order to analyse concrete autogenous healing, one of the early studies in this field to be published [4] looked at the water permeability of cracked concrete in the presence of water. It was shown that calcium carbonate precipitation from crack filling was the main contributor to the restoration of watertightness (calcite). Although continuing hydration and carbonation can have an effect on the process, the former has a stronger impact on the early stages of self-healing and the latter at later stages [5]. This is true despite the critical function that carbonation plays in producing autogenous repair.
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Autogenous healing is divided into two phases with separate behaviours, surface-controlled phase and diffusion-controlled phase, according to findings [4]. The first phase is controlled by the reaction between calcium ions at the crack’s surface and those in the water inside the fracture, which results in the formation of a layer of calcium carbonate. When the calcium carbonate layer prevents calcium ions from coming into direct contact with water, the process depends on the transport of ions from the concrete to the fracture through that layer. The second phase officially starts at this point. Within the first three to five days of interaction with the water flow, the first phase, which involves crystal growth and crack width reduction, would take place. The same study [4] discovered that water permeability reduced and crystal formation only happened very slowly during the first week of healing. Recent research indicates that autogenous healing under water occurs more quickly during the first month of recovery [6], but stops or considerably slows down after 1-2 [7,8] or after 3-5 [6] months.

A crack’s age and the efficiency of autogenous healing have been compared in some studies. Early-age cracks demonstrated a higher autogenous healing efficiency than older cracks, according to one study [7]. The study measured the size of the fissures at 20, 24, 48, and 72 hours. Another study [9] examined cracks that appeared at ages 3 and 28 days and discovered that smaller cracks healed more rapidly and easily than larger ones. Specifically, early-age cracks under 0.05 mm mended in 12 days, those between 0.1 and 0.2 mm in 29 days, and those between 0.2 and 0.3 mm in 44 days thanks to autogenous repair. Larger fractures, on the other hand, remained open, and 28-day cracks only completely sealed for cracks under 0.05 mm in 12 days. Regarding older cracks, the authors of [6] studied 28-day and 6-month-old cracks. It was shown that although the effectiveness of crack healing reduced with age, the changes were insignificant, probably because the newborns had advanced hydration at one month.

Water must be available in order for autogenous healing to take place, thus ensuring it is crucial. Some studies [7,10] or [11] looked at how relative humidity or air-water curing compared, or both (60 percent, 95 percent, and water immersion). They discovered that specimen healing under water immersion had a better reaction when comparing the outcomes of specimen healing in humidity chambers with air curing. Recent studies [12] showed that Engineered Cementitious Composite (ECC) specimens healing in CO2-rich-water conditions generated the strongest self-healing performance when compared to air, underwater, and CO2-rich-air healing circumstances. In that case, the creation of calcium carbonate made it possible for cracks with a diameter of 0.458 mm to heal completely within 30 days (CaCO3). In a different study [13], calcium silicate hydrate and calcium carbonate precipitates were discovered inside the crack, enhancing the efficacy of crack healing. This study looked at the repair of concrete in water containing minute silica particles.

According to several studies [14,15], entire immersion generated better results than alternating wet/dry cycles in terms of recovering water tightness and fracture closing, with wet/dry cycles having a higher dispersion. However, studies have shown that wet/dry cycling settings promote healing more effectively than complete submersion in water [16–18]. Studies [16,17] carried out on ECC specimens showed that regimes with different moisture conditions did not induce significant healing as measured by resonant frequency, but water immersion or combination cycles did. They also claimed that the combined cycles conditions delivered the optimum results.

Many methods for evaluating the self-healing properties of concrete have recently been developed in an effort to standardise them. A public standard, however, has not yet been released. By the type of property being studied—transport properties, mechanical properties, filling of cracks,
etc.—different methodologies have been used to evaluate the improvements brought about by the healing process. Although some studies [9,19,20] have used crack closure as the major indicator of self-healing, the easiest way to assess self-healing is to look at surface cracks. As a result, it has frequently been used as an additional technique to visually confirm the results of other tests.

This study’s objective is to quantify the amount of early-age concrete crack closure brought on by autogenous healing in fractures of two distinct sizes, one centred around 0.1 mm and the other around 0.4 mm. These two crack sizes represent what are typically thought of as being somewhat above and below service conditions, respectively. In this study, crack closure is examined in three distinct healing scenarios: water immersion, wet/dry cycles, and a humidity chamber. When autogenous healing is absent, the latter is employed as a reference scenario. Numerous methods are used to measure autogenous healing, and an early crack closure model is looked into. Since carbonation is usually believed to be the fundamental process that leads to autogenous healing, the inside condition of the fracture is also visually and phenolphthalein-evaluated.

2.0 Experimental Setup

2.1 Materials

In this study, autogenous healing in C30/37 strength concrete is investigated. The cement used was CEM I 42.5 R from Lafarge, which had no mineral additives because their presence could affect the healing processes. Even though huge particles may prevent self-healing, concrete with coarse aggregate was tested to see how it would do in a situation more akin to real projects. The coarse aggregates were crushed calcareous aggregates with diameters (dmin/Dmax) of 7/12 and 4/7 mm. As the fine aggregate, calcareous sand from nature was used. Limestone powder was added to modify the aggregates’ size distribution and create a more continuous particle distribution curve.

To create a mixture with an S3 consistency class, superplastizer Sika ViscoCrete-5980 had to be added. Steel fibres, which had previously been utilised effectively in [15], were added in a quantity of 40 kg/m3 (0.51 percent by volume) in order to manage the crack width during the precracking and healing periods. Bekaert produced Dramix® RC 65/35 BN fibres that were 0.55 mm thick and 35 mm long around the diameter. Table 1 shows the concrete dosage that was used in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Concrete Mix Proportions and Characterization Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Constituent</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cement CEM I 42.5 R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravel (4–12 mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural sand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limestone powder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superplasticizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel fibers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slump (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. Compression strength (MPa)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cylindrical specimens with diameters ranging from 150 mm to 300 mm were cast in conformity with UNE-EN 12390-2. The specimens were cast, let to cure in the mould for 24 hours, and then kept in a humidity room at standard conditions (20 °C and >95 percent relative humidity) until it was time for testing. According to EN 12390-3, three cylinders were used to measure the concrete’s compressive strength at 28 days, and an EN 12350-2 slump test was utilised to gauge the
batch’s consistency. The slump was 145 mm, the average compression strength was 38.3 MPa, and the consistency class was S3. The results of these characterizations are shown in Table 1.

Circular saws were used to cut concrete sample in half. The last samples gathered for the crack closing evaluation were those with dimensions of 150 mm by 150 mm. The edge sides of each resulting cylinder were polished to eliminate mortar layers on the bottom surface in contact with the moulds and asperities on the top free surface of the specimen as cast. This process allowed us to evaluate whether a fracture hit and fractured an aggregate or if it penetrated cement paste. A smooth surface aids in a better evaluation of crack closing.

The tiny cylindrical concrete examples had already started to break at two days old. Two levels of cracks—0.1 and 0.4 mm—were created for the splitting test. Steel fibres added to the mixture enabled the control and subsequent maintenance of crack width. All specimens were given permission to heal at the age of 3 days across 42 days. The crack widths were measured at 0, 7, 14, 28, and 42 days after healing.

Three environmental exposure parameters were considered in order to establish the effect of water availability on the analysed specimens’ capacity for self-healing:

- W/D (wet/dry cycles): immersion in tap water at a temperature of 15 C for 3.5 days and air exposure for an additional 3.5 days (air conditions: relative humidity: >95 percent);
- WI (water immersion): continuous immersion in tap water at a temperature of 15 C, only adding water to account for evaporation and to maintain a constant water level.

The fracture was kept in a lateral position on specimens under the three healing conditions to ensure comparability. A total of 18 cylindrical concrete specimens were precracked during the splitting test, resulting in two cracks per specimen. We looked at a total of 36 cracks. Since these specimens were distributed evenly over the three healing exposures, twelve cracks were examined in each healing exposure. Due to the fact that they were taken at 0, 7, 14, 28, and 42 days after the injury, a total of 180 photographs were analysed for this investigation.

2.2 Precracking methodology

At the age of two days, cylindrical specimens were precracked using a splitting test (Figure 1 Left) to achieve two goal values of crack width that were managed using a calibration ruler.

![Figure 1: Precracking by Splitting Test (Left) and USB Microscope to Analyze Cracks (Right)](image)

Investigated crack width levels were 0.1 and 0.4 mm. The former was chosen as a value that is permitted in structural codes, even in XS hazardous environments, whilst the later was chosen as a high crack level among those authorised in the regulations.
The use of fibres allowed for a cracking control that was sufficient to discern between the two planned fracture levels with tolerable variability, despite the fact that there is an inherent dispersion when using a reference ruler due to the human component. The average size was 0.10 mm with a standard deviation of 0.04 mm for the group with cracks measuring 0.1 mm and 0.4 mm, and for both groups, the average size was 0.38 mm with a standard deviation of 0.08 mm.

This method offers a crude method of managing the crack width and allows for the cracking of more specimens in an acceptable length of time. It is also reasonably simple.

2.3 Crack width measurement

This study used an optical USB microscope (PCE-MM200) from PCE Instruments, Albacete, Spain, to show cracks on a computer in real time. The microscope uses LEDs as a light source and to provide superb images (Figure 1 Right). Before each set of readings, the measurements were checked for accuracy using a crack width ruler and the PCE-MM 200 programme on the microscope. Each image is 1600 x 1200 pixels in size and has a 96 ppp resolution. Using Adobe Photoshop CS6, the photos were inspected to estimate each fracture’s size (Adobe, San Jose, CA, USA). The crack’s width was measured in the geometric centre of the cylinder’s section.

Photographs were collected before and after each healing interval to evaluate autogenous healing. Before taking pictures, all of the concrete samples were cleaned with compressed air to remove any dust contaminant. The specimens that had been healing throughout the preceding days in water immersion were allowed to dry for two hours in the lab to produce a dry surface. The LEDs would reflect light in the breach if there was no water present.

It was common practise to evaluate self-healing by crack closure using Equation (1):

\[
\text{Crack closing rate} = 1 - \omega_t/\omega_0 \quad \cdots (1)
\]

where \(\omega_0\) is the initial crack width (mm)—in this study, measured after precracking—and \(\omega_t\) is the final crack width (mm)—in this study, measured after a healing period of \(t\) days (\(t = 7, 14, 28\) and \(42\) days). This equation has been previously used by several authors ([15,21,22], among others).

According to other studies [9,19,23], a self-healing index might be used to assess a global value. Each crack width measurement for a certain type of concrete is considered, along with how that measurement has evolved over time, to construct this index. \(B\) is calculated using the formula in Equation (2), and the conceptual picture is displayed in Figure 2:

\[
\beta = 1 - A_t/A_0 \quad \cdots (2)
\]

where \(A_0\) is the area between the bisecting line and the horizontal axis, and \(A_t\) is the area between the polyline that unites all the remaining crack width points and the horizontal axis (blue diagonal stripes in Figure 2).

**Figure 2: Concept for the Evaluation of a Global Crack Closing, Following the Methods used in [9,19]**
The maximum fracture widths taken into account must be as comparable as is practical given that the beginning region before to healing Ai must be comparable in each of the cases being examined. The study’s greatest crack widths for the humidity chamber, wet/dry cycles, and submersion in water were 0.48 mm, 0.44 mm, and 0.45 mm, respectively. As a result, the results are regarded as equal.

Three different methods will be used in this study to evaluate the crack closure: (1) direct investigation of the crack width evolution; (2) crack closing rate; and (3) the designated self-healing index.

2.4. Internal crack and carbonation

In many cases, the cracks were completely sealed. Using a concrete circular saw, these restored samples were cut transversally into two halves to examine the internal state of the fissures. Since it is thought that continuing hydration and carbonation are the main causes of the reactions, phenolphthalein was used as an indication to determine whether carbonation happened. After being cut, the samples were allowed to cure for 30 minutes before having phenolphthalein sprayed on their surfaces. Additional samples from earlier trials were examined in order to fully verify this claim; in particular, these were samples that had recovered after being buried in water at 30 °C for six months in order to maximise self-healing [24].

Additionally, the precipitates that formed on the surface were scratched, and they were collected for X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis.

3.0 Result and Discussion

3.1. Formation of precipitates

Figure 3 shows how cracks with widths of 0.1 and 0.4 mm changed visually as they healed under the various settings examined.

**Figure 3: Examples of Crack Closing Evolution for Each Case Studied. HC: Humidity Chamber; WD: Wet/Dry Cycle; WI: Water Immersion**
The results demonstrate that specimens housed in a humidity room did not mend, whereas specimens exposed to wet/dry cycles and water immersion completely healed microscopic fissures (0.1 mm). High crack closing rates were seen for cracks that were 0.4 mm wide, with specimens that were treated in water immersion producing the highest results.

In numerous major cracks from specimens that healed under water immersion, teeth-like precipitates were visible with a different visual appearance than surface precipitates. Two 0.4 mm cracks are shown in Figure 4 along with details about them. The specimen on the left shot was removed from it and maintained in a humidity chamber; it showed no evidence of precipitate formation. The right image, which was taken from a specimen that had been healed under water immersion, showed precipitates in the specimen’s surface and interior (close to the surface).

**Figure 4**: Zoom of a Specimen with a 0.4 mm Crack Stored in a Humidity Chamber for 42 Days (Left) and Detail of Crystals Formed in a Specimen Healed in Water Immersion During 42 Days (Right)
According to XRD analyses, the surface-scratching precipitates were predominantly composed of calcite and brucite, the two principal compounds that were also noted in the literature. It was not surprising that brucite was found because prior investigations have found brucite in specimens exposed to cyclic exposures and magnesium may be found in trace levels in cement and limestone powder [14]. These results suggest that the self-healing of the two-day fissures under investigation can be predominantly attributed to carbonation.

3.2 Crack closing

The techniques mentioned in Section 2.3 were used to measure and assess the crack width of each of these specimens.

The 12 cracks that were examined are depicted in Figure 5’s (left column) evolution of crack closing for each of the three exposures: top row for the humidity chamber, middle row for wet/dry cycles, and bottom row for immersion in water.

The findings demonstrate that fractures kept in the humidity chamber exhibited stable behaviour, demonstrating that this condition did not cause precipitates to form in the cracks, and demonstrating that fluctuations in crack width were caused by measurement error. Specimens that had undergone wet/dry cycles healing had precipitates form quickly in the crack for up to 14 days before stabilising. On the other hand, even after that, the precipitates’ development reduced the fracture width in specimens that had healed under water immersion. Even when submerged in water, cracks wider than 0.42-0.45 mm were too wide to begin precipitate production and the crack-closing process.

Between the measurements collected at the seventh and fourteenth days of healing, one of the fissures exposed to wet/dry cycles underwent a certain amount of reopening. The crack was sealed as a result of part of the precipitates being separated, which could have happened due to handling during the introduction and removal from water operations. This feature raises the possibility that the precipitates created during the initial stages of healing may not be firmly bonded to the matrix.

Figure 5: Evolution of Crack Width (Left Column) and Crack Closing Rate (Right) for the Three Exposures
In the right column of Figure 5, the results calculated using the crack closing rate mentioned in Equation are shown. (1). The specimen that had been cured in a humidity chamber showed some dispersion in this case, while the remaining values ranged by roughly zero. This dispersion was produced in the crack with the lowest size due to the expression’s division of two small values and the method’s lack of precision. For specimens healing during wet/dry cycles and submersion in water, the results from this parameter gave the same information as the crack closing evolution.

By analysing the end values of the crack closing rates based on the original crack width of the specimens in the humidity chamber, it is feasible to confirm that they may be used as the control group and that the specimens did not heal, regardless of their original crack width (Figure 6). Wet/dry cycles and water immersion were used to accomplish complete crack closing for specimens with cracks less than 0.15 mm and usually good crack closing for specimens with cracks between 0.15 and 0.35 mm. However, the rate of crack closing considerably decreased for larger cracks. Smaller cracks self-close more quickly than larger cracks, as has already been mentioned.

written works [4,11,14]. The data do not demonstrate a minimal threshold fracture width that must be obtained in order for the water necessary for the reactions to enter more easily, as reported by other studies [19,25]. The authors of [15] theorised that the method’s precision constraints are what are to blame for this outcome. Cracks longer than 300 mm did not exhibit significant crack closing, and they are unlikely to do so even after being submerged in water for a year [8], which is consistent with the findings in [8,9], [8,9], and [8].

**Figure 6: Final crack Closing Rate after 42 Days of Healing Depending on the Initial Crack Width**

![Figure 6: Final crack Closing Rate after 42 Days of Healing Depending on the Initial Crack Width](image)

Similar conclusions can be drawn when crack width is displayed in the vertical axis in relation to the original crack width in the horizontal axis (Figure 7). These figures show that the whole distribution of specimen healing points in the humidity chamber is centred around the "no healing" bisecting line. The wet/dry cycle and water immersion scenarios both include points that are close to the horizontal axis, indicating that the crack is closing.
Equation is used to compute the self-healing index of fracture closure using the graphs in Figure 7. (2). The results of this self-healing index of fracture closure are shown in Figure 8. This graph demonstrates that specimens that underwent wet/dry cycles healed far more quickly than ones that underwent water immersion. This speed of healing remained at an efficiency of about 65 to 72 percent, whereas specimens healing under water immersion demonstrated enhanced fracture sealing even after 28 to 42 days of healing. After 42 days of mending in the water, this concrete with early-age cracks had only achieved its maximum efficiency at 77 percent.
Edvardsen [4] has already proposed that an efficiency limit should exist for autogenous healing brought on by carbonation because of the two-phase process discussed in Section 1. The apparent inconsistencies in the literature about the best healing condition are clarified by this finding. Wet/dry cycles, as opposed to continuous immersion in water, have been demonstrated to generate better outcomes in certain studies [17,26], which appeared to be at variance with the results of other investigations, which found that specimens behaved better when immersed in water [14,15]. This apparent disagreement could be caused by the diverse evaluation methods and criteria. For example, [15] used early-age precracking and 42-day healing durations, but it just looked at the ultimate self-healing and neglected the evolution over time, whereas [14] published the results one year after healing. In these two cases, it was claimed that immersion in water was superior to wet/dry cycles. Contrarily, the authors of [17] proposed that after four to five cycles of water exposure, the pace of autogenous healing would begin to slow until plateauing after ten cycles (which lasted around 10 days). Their conclusions for cracks in young people are in line with those of our investigation. Older cracks might have different outcomes; in [14], for instance, the authors didn’t see self-healing until the crack was submerged in water.

The points in Figure 7 show a quadratic-like trend that is more obvious for specimens healing while submerged in water but relatively diffuse for wet/dry cycles. This type of trend highlights two crucial points: At the point where the trend intersects the bisecting line that denotes "no healing," a crack width value for which autogenous healing is not possible would be obtained, and B that the maximum completely healable crack width (with 100% of the crack closing) can be obtained at the point where the trend intersects with the horizontal axis.

This work provides a basic model to quantify the self-healing generated in concrete in terms of fracture closing. This model should be able to forecast the eventual crack width for a crack of size x after a healing period t. Equation (3) is suggested to accomplish this, with y being a quadratic equation of x and possibly being affected by t through the parameters a and c, stated in Equations (4) and (3). (5). This equation guarantees that the bisecting line for t = 0 is the final equation. (i.e., no healing)

\[ Y = \min \{ y(t-1) \text{; max } \{ 0; a \times t^2 + b \times t + c \} \} \quad \ldots(3) \]

Where

\[ a = \beta \times mt \quad \ldots(4) \]
\[ c = \lambda \times tn \quad \ldots(5) \]

These values were determined for the WD and WI circumstances, respectively, by lowering the equations’ least squares errors (LSE) in relation to the research’s experimental results. Three of these five criteria were fixed as local mix-setup parameters using the average of the values obtained for WD and WI because the values were very comparable across the two groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Model Parameters Obtained for Wet/Dry Cycles and Water Immersion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \beta )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( n )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( m )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To maximise the fitting correction, the model was then run a second time. As a result, we were able to develop an ideal model that depends only on two factors on the conditions of healing. Once this local optimization was completed, the three fixed parameters remained unaltered, and the conditions were lifted to allow the optimising tool to run again. Table 2 displays the values obtained for the five model parameters, with the fixed values highlighted in grey. LSE values for the WD group were 4.503 and for the WI group were 1.300, demonstrating that the specimens submerged in water fit the model more closely.

Figure 9 displays the curves that these models for specimens healing underwater and during wet/dry cycles produced. The maximum crack width for which no autogenous healing occurs to close the crack in either scenario is considered to be 0.45 mm. Furthermore, it is clear that a fracture’s size increases with time and that this size increases as specimens heal underwater. A fracture is considered totally "healable" when 100% of the crack closes. For example, in specimens healing under wet/dry cycle conditions, only cracks of 0.10 mm can heal completely after 7 days, whereas this value increases to 0.16 mm under water immersion settings. Similar to this, it can be expected that only cracks 0.25 mm and smaller will completely close in the WD conditions after 42 days of healing, but cracks up to 0.32 mm may do so in the case of WI. Furthermore, the model makes no distinction between healing for 28 and 42 days, and its points for specimens that heal for 1000 days also do not significantly differ from one another. These results also show that self-healing rates in WD situations are higher over the first 28 days but that they decrease over time. Conditions where water is immersed in the cracks between 0.25 and 0.32 mm are more advantageous than wet/dry cycle settings.

The achieved standard error of regression (S) for these models is summarised in Table 3. Since the group that underwent wet/dry cycles had data that were substantially more irregular, the model’s accuracy is poor. In the case of specimens healing during water immersion, lower S values were recorded, indicating improved accuracy. The obtained dispersion is roughly 0.10 mm, which is comparable to the dispersion of the experimental data.

**Figure 9: Self-Healing Models for Crack Closing by Autogenous Healing in Wet/Dry (Left) and Water Immersion Conditions (Right)**

![Figure 9. Self-healing models for crack closing by autogenous healing in wet/dry (left) and water immersion conditions (right).](image-url)
3.3 Internal crack and carbonation

To ascertain if crack closing occurred inside the specimens, cuts transverse to the crack plane were made into the tested cylindrical specimens as explained in Section 2.4. Figure 10 shows samples with large cracks that partially healed both before and after the cut while being subjected to wet/dry cycles.

**Figure 10: Surface Cracks Healed in Specimens with Large Cracks Healing under WD Cycles, and Internal Crack after Cutting the Cylinder Transversally to the Crack**

Figure 10 Right illustrates the surfaces where the cut has left empty fractures, while Figure 10 Left depicts the surfaces where the fissures have totally or partially healed up (white precipitates). Small fissures, if they even existed, were difficult to see following the cut. However, due to the partial modification of the crack formed during the cut, which shows that particles were released, the internal crack width could not be measured exactly for comparison with the surface crack width. This study raises questions regarding how interior and surface crack widths impact self-healing as a whole and about the best evaluation methods for precisely quantifying self-healing.

All specimens were coloured with phenolphthalein after the cylinders were cut transversely, and the resulting sections were photographed. For fractures of a size around 0.10 mm compared to cracks of a size around 0.40 mm, the acquired sections showed no colouring changes regardless of the healing condition (under water immersion, wet/dry cycles, or being stored in humidity chamber). Figure 11 shows the cross section of two specimens, each of which has a significant crack that is around 0.4 mm in width. The specimen is seen being maintained in a humidity chamber on the left, and has been mended utilising wet/dry cycles on the right. Both regions’ magenta hue indicated the absence of surfaces with carbonation. However, some parts appear to have carbonation beginning (top of the crack in Figure 11 Left), while other sections show no symptoms of carbonation (bottom part of the crack in Figure 11 Left). It should be noted that the sawing procedure might have altered the section or the appearance of the precipitates.
In fact, additional testing on extra samples from other experimental campaigns [24], which were older and exposed to water immersion conditions for a longer period of time (a total of 6 months), revealed carbonation in the region closest to the surface (uncolored area in Figure 12), with a depth between 5 and 10 mm for all the discs tested. These results confirm the pattern found in [8], which found that the highest crack depth was 0.34 mm below the surface.

For comparison, in earlier investigations, carbonation depths of 3 mm were found after 120 days in mortars with an uncracked compressive strength of 45–50 MPa [27]. Concrete specimens examined in a different investigation employing CEM I and concrete with a comparable compressive strength (33 MPa) to this one found that it took two years of outdoor exposure before carbonation depth developed to more than 3 mm; after six years, carbonation depth was kept below 8 mm [28]. These data suggest that carbonation cannot effectively aid the internal autogenous healing of the fissures and that the process discovered mostly resulted in surface depositions that seal the crevices.

4.0 Conclusion

This study’s goal was to examine the fracture closing brought on by autogenous repair. A humid chamber, wet/dry cycles, and immersion in water as healing conditions were taken into
account, along with crack diameters of 0.1 mm and 0.4 mm. The following are the inferences that can be made:

- High humidity environments were unable to make fissures seem to seal. Wet/dry cycles and water immersion were used to completely close cracks in specimens with cracks smaller than 0.15 mm, and generally good closing was accomplished for cracks bigger than 0.15 mm. For larger cracks, the rate of crack closing was noticeably slower.

- Compared to specimens submerged in water, specimens exposed to wet/dry cycles recovered more quickly during the first seven days of healing. With a 65–72 percent overall efficiency, the healing process slowed after 7 days of wet/dry cycles. The crack closing under water immersion, on the other hand, continued after the first seven days and, after 42 days of healing, reached a global efficiency of 77 percent.

- A fundamental model was proposed to predict crack closing in concrete in order to quantify the residual crack width for a certain initial crack. The curves the model generated show an increase in "healable" crack width with healing time (with 100% of the fracture closed). Fractures measuring 0.10 mm could be healed after seven days of healing in wet/dry cycles, but cracks measuring 0.16 mm could be sealed after the same length of time in water immersion. Similar to this, after 42 days of healing, their values climbed to 0.25 mm (wet/dry) and 0.32 mm (water immersion). In this experiment’s conditions, autogenous healing did not take place in cracks greater than 0.45 mm.

- Surface fissures were repaired by autogenous healing; however, the inside of the crevices was mainly empty. The precipitates that formed were calcite and brucite, by-products of carbonation, but phenolphthalein and visual examination of the specimens showed that there was no evidence of internal carbonation.
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